**Abstract**
Rituals and caste were a main focus for cultural and religious transformation processes in colonial South Indian society. Ritual criticism and discussions on rituals and caste were embedded in discourses of a wider scope, often mirroring social conflicts and challenging political and religious authority. Thus they provided dynamic resources for social, cultural and religious negotiations of identity within the colonial society.

Also as closely related theoretical concepts, "ritual" and "caste" make up the place for such central colonial processes of discursive negotiation in the 19th and early 20th century. Aims of the conference shall be to work out how sources hint at the making of socially accepted comprehensions of these terms, and to reflect their discursive power. Of importance will be the analysis of new forms of expression and new media (such as western forms of literature and journals) in South Indian vernacular languages, and how they contributed to such processes. The kind of identities proposed or constituted in the sources and the way they are labelled or framed shall be reflected and discussed.

The South India Study Group ("Arbeitskreis Südindienstudien") is a network of German-speaking scholars aimed at connecting ongoing research in or about South India, facilitating interdisciplinary exchange in fields of ethology, indology, geography, religious studies, theology and other fields of study.
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Defining the Colonial Discourse: Theoretical Problems and Approaches
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